DEFORMATIONS AFTER HEAT TREATMENT AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON CUTTING PROCESS
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This paper deals with the influence of heat treatment on the deformation of parts and the following machining process. The regime of heat treatment significantly affects such aspects of material as structure, hardness and induced stress. Different process of heat treatment results in different deformation of parts and changes considering their dimensions. All these aspects are connected with the consecutive cutting operations such as grinding or hard turning, their stability, precision of produced parts, etc. Deformation of parts is also connected with the structure of material before heat treatment, placement in the furnace, regime of heat treatment and stress distribution around the parts. The results of the experimental study presented in this paper illustrate the connection between different heat treatment regimes and the following processing of parts.
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1 Introduction

Cutting hardened steel is a topic interest for today industrial production and scientific research. Machine parts consisting of hardened steel are high performance components which are often loaded near their physical limits. The functional behavior of machined parts is decisively influenced by the fine finishing process which represents the last step in the process chain and can as well be undertaken by cutting as grinding or turning. For this reason, fine finishing is defined as an important process and its results have to satisfy high quality requirements. The product specific issues and demands also meet effectiveness, time to market and process agility.

Development in machine tools as well as in process technology focus on cutting hardened steel and rapidly lead to a highly raised industrial relevance of hard cutting. In fact, hard cutting can seriously be regarded as an alternative for grinding operations under certain circumstances. High flexibility and the ability to manufacture complex workpiece geometry in one-set represent the main advantages of hard cutting in comparison to grinding [1]. Furthermore, the substitution of grinding process with cutting processes enables to avoid coolants and therefore can actually be regarded as interesting alternative even from the ecological point of view [1, 2].

A lot of work was carried out considering this process focused on such aspects as the experimental investigation of environmental aspect [2], surface roughness [3], analysis of chip morphology [3, 4], wear process or the progressive approach through modeling of the specific aspects [5, 6]. Some aspects of hard turning process are discussed less than others. Firsts of all, the influence of a previous operation such as heat treatment is still depreciated. Heat treatment process deformation, heat treatment, residual stresses, roundness
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Measurement of stress distribution after heat treatment was carried through the Barkhausen noise (analysis of area of envelope curves). The principle of this method is described in the literature [7, 8, 9, 10]. Rings were mounted on the experimental shaft (Fig. 1), turned before heat treatment and mounted on the same shaft in the same position before the cutting process.

The measurement of stability during hard turning was carried out with the application of dynamometer Kistler. Measurement of stability during grinding was also carried out with the application of dynamometer Kistler 9257A adopted for measurement during cylindrical grinding. This technique was introduced by Gradišek [11]. Stability of turning operations was also carried out with the application of a commercial accelerometer (Type 4517 – frequency range from 1 Hz to 20 kHz, measuring range ±4900 m/s peak, reference sensitivity at 159,2 Hz (ω = 1000 1/s) by Brüel & Kjær mounted on the tool holder through the bee wax. Intensity of vibration was measured in the direction of passive component of cutting force.

3 Results of experiments

The results of the statistical analysis considering dimension of parts are illustrated in Fig. 2. Heat treatment process causes increase in ring diameter. This aspect is caused by structure transformation mainly of the different dimensions of martensite matrix. The degree of the martensite matrix tetragonality affects the final dimension of the parts after heat treatment. Fig. 2 illustrates that the highest average dimension increases were measured for the bainite and the untempered martensite structures. However, Figs. 2, 3 and 4 also show the lowest dispersion of measured values for the bainite structure.

The results can be found considering roundness of measured parts illustrated in Fig. 5. It is visible that the average increase in deviation of roundness is (the difference between deviation of roundness before and after heat treatment) about 4 μm for the bainite structure, (interval ±3σ is only 35 μm, Fig. 6) while the average increase of deviation of roundness is about 12 μm for the martensite structure, (interval ±3σ is 65 μm, Fig. 7). This aspect must be related to the different cooling rate, different tempering stage and therefore the different process of structure transformation under the different conditions. The differences are connected with the different temperature of oil and technical salt and the following tempering process. The technical salt AISI 4030 of temperature 240 °C is used for formation of the bainite structure with the 3 hours tempering at the nearly constant temperature of the salt. This process is called isothermal tempering. The conventional hardening process is carried out with the application of oil of temperature about 25 °C with the following tempering at 160 °C (2 hours). The different cooling and tempering process lead to different states of residual stresses in the surface layers. Compressive stress is formed in the bainite structure in comparison with the martensite structures [12] (tensile stresses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Properties of steel 100Cr6 after heat treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parameters of heat treatment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Austenitization</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T/θ°C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bainit transformation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thb/thb</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Microstructure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempered martensite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toughness / J/cm²</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–40 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–30 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hardening for martensite 840 / 25 oil; tempering 160 °C</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low bainite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Experimental conditions during hard turning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cutting tool</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC reinforced Al₂O₃ ceramic inserts DNGA150408 (TiN coating), rake angle γenal = –7°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cutting condition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_c = 150 m/min, f = 0,09 mm, a_p = 0,25 mm, dry cutting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine tool</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC Lathe Hurco TM8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Experimental conditions during grinding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grinding wheel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 98 80 K9V 300×30×125 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cutting condition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_c = 30 m/s, v_f = 5 m/min, v_w = 5,9 m/min, a_p = 0,025 mm (10 passes with 3 spark out passes), Ecocool MK3 (3 % concentration), Single crystal diamond dresser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine tool</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2BuD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Detail of parts placement

Figure 2 Average values of dimensions and ±3σ interval for different regimes of heat treatment
Significance of \( \pm 3\sigma \) interval (in the scope of both parameters, dimensions and deviation of roundness) is connected with the minimum allowed working allowances for the operations after heat treatment. The operations such as grinding or hard turning have to ensure the production of parts of required precision and surface roughness. The minimum working allowances have to be higher than the \( \pm 3\sigma \) interval. Therefore higher working allowances for parts of martensite structure have to be applied in comparison with bainite structure. Higher working allowances represent the higher volume of material removal. This way grinding operations have to be carried out per more passes and so the grinding cycles will be longer for parts after conventional hardening process than that for isothermal tempering.

Turning operations are obviously carried out per one pass and the higher deformation of parts after heat treatment causes instability of cutting process. Instability of turning process affects precision of produced parts, homogeneity of surface integrity and finally intensity of tool wear. Some of these aspects are discussed in the next text.

The stress state of parts during the heat treatment and residual stresses induced by heat treatment itself are connected with parts deformations. However, these stresses are not the only reason for parts deformations but they also play a significant role. Residual stresses induced by heat treatment itself are only a very simple approach considering stress evaluation. The next aspect of residual stresses is associated with the stress distribution around the part (homogeneity of stress distribution). Residual stresses have to be analyzed in their complexity. The progressive method for fast and non destructive evaluation of stresses in the ferromagnetic materials is the Barkhausen noise method. Stress state is evaluated on the base of Barkhausen noise envelope curve area. The maximum (amplitude) of this envelope is connected with the hardness of structure while the area of this envelope curve is connected with residual stresses.

The stress state was evaluated around the parts at 8 points. This way the average residual stresses per each part can be evaluated and also the stress distribution of residual stresses around the part could be analyzed and compared with the profile of roundness measured after heat treatment, Fig. 8. Analysis of residual stresses shows that residual stresses vary not only in the scope of the different parts but also in the scope of the same parts. On the other hand, hardness of the structure nearly does not vary as illustrated in Fig. 9.
The average values of stresses were matched with the deviation of roundness for each part. 30 rings were analyzed for each regime of heat treatment and on the basis of these measurements the correlation between stress states (represented by average value of envelope curve area of Barkhausen noise) and deviation of roundness was calculated. The results of this analysis are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 13. It was found that the significant value of the correlation index is associated with the untempered martensite while for other heat treatment regimes the correlation indexes are low. Correlation index for the untempered martensite parts is about −0.76 (correlation with deviation of roundness) and about −0.69 (correlation with ovality). The following tempering of parts causes relaxation of residual stresses in parts and correlation index decreases (Figs. 10, 11 and 12).

The correlation between the profile of part and the distribution of stresses around the part indicates the same results as the analysis of correlation between average residual stresses and part deformation. Fig. 13 illustrates that the rings profile strongly depends on the distribution of stresses around the parts for the untempered martensite. The following tempering of parts or other regime of heat treatment leads to the decrease of this correlation. The main reason for this phenomenon can be also connected with the tempering phase and the significant stress relaxation during this phase of heat treatment.

Deformation of parts strongly affects stability of cutting process. The relative distance between a tool tip and a real surface changes in connection with the dimension and shape variation between the part and also in the scope of the same part. The real cutting depth is not stable but varies in
The experimental studies obviously do not reflect the aspects of the deformation after heat treatment and the turning process is usually carried under the stable conditions. These conditions do not reflect the real hardening. The presence of a cutting insert tip and the real surface of a part. This way the real cutting process becomes more intensive with increasing deformation and the increasing interval ±3σ. The dynamic character of the cutting process can be detected through the application of either dynamometers or accelerometers. Fig. 14 illustrates the different intensity of vibration during hard turning of martensite and bainite parts (applied rings represent the average value of ovality typical for each group of the heat treatment regime). Fig. 14 illustrates a more stable character of the cutting process during turning bainite ring than that for martensite ring (RMS value of $F_p$ for martensite is 41 N, for bainite 27 N, RMS of acceleration for martensite is 130 m/s² while 90 m/s² was measured for bainite ring).

The previous studies indicated that the instability of hard turning significantly affects the intensity of tool wear and the stability of the process. The experimental studies obviously do not reflect the aspects of the real hardening and the turning process is usually carried under the stable conditions. These conditions do not reflect the real hardening.
turning process in the real practice conditions. The specific study of the real hard turning conditions investigated that the tool life of ceramic cutting inserts in the real cutting conditions can be from 15 to 40% lower than the tool life of the same tool under the stable cutting process (when the deformations after heat treatment were removed before the tests) [14].

The different character of grinding process is connected with the different strategy. While turning process is performed as one pass, grinding operations are performed through the consecutive passes. While cutting depth 0.25 mm represents only a single pass of tool through the part, the grinding operation can be carried out as consecutive 10 passes of cutting depth 0.025 mm with the following spark out cycle. Instability of grinding operations is connected with interrupted contact between the grinding wheel and the ground part. When the full contact is reached the deformation caused by the previous operation is removed. Therefore the low deformation of parts can result in a decreasing number of passes and so in the shortening of cycle time of grinding operation. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. While the cycle time associated with the interrupted contact is about 6.2 seconds during grinding the bainite ring, this cycle time is about 9 seconds when grinding the martensite structure. Moreover, grinding forces are higher during grinding martensite parts in comparison with the bainite parts. Mechanical load, especially its dynamic character during cutting operation significantly affects the precision of produced parts and the homogeneity of surface integrity. Fig. 17 illustrates a typical profile obtained for different cutting operations and different structures. It can be easily viewed that the grinding operations (which are not carried as one pass) lead to production of parts of lower deviation of roundness (on the other hand this comparison strongly depends on precision and toughness of applied machines, cutting conditions and other aspects). Moreover, the lower deviation of roundness can be reached for the bainite structures because of lower cutting forces and the more stable cutting process.

The stability of cutting process does not affect only the profile of a machined part, its deviation of roundness, ovality, etc., but also significantly affects the homogeneity of surface integrity. Fig. 18 illustrates the distribution of residual stresses (measured through the Barkhausen noise) around the parts after turning. The variable cutting depth during turning operation causes the variable mechanical and thermal load of machined surface in different positions.

Figure 15 Record of grinding forces during grinding bainite ring (58 HRC)

Figure 16 Record of grinding forces during grinding martensite ring (62HRC)

Figure 17 Profile of rings after machining

Figure 18 Distribution of residual stresses around the ring after turning.
Mechanical and thermal load affect the formation of residual stresses under the machined surface. The different conditions for stress formation lead to non-homogeneity of the surface integrity after machining.

4 Conclusions

The results of measurements indicate the strong influence of heat treatment on the following technology process:
- the highest average dimension increases were reached for the bainite and the untempered martensite structures,
- the lowest \( \pm 3\sigma \) intervals of measured values were reached for the bainite structure,
- \( \pm 3\sigma \) intervals are connected with the minimum working allowances for the following cutting operations,
- part deformations during heat treatment influence the stability of cutting process and homogeneity of surface integrity,
- tempering of parts causes relaxation of stresses in the surfaces,
- correlation between the stress state distribution and the part profile decreases during the tempering stage of heat treatment,
- while hardness of surfaces is relatively homogenous around the parts non-homogeneity of the stresses is much higher.

This study compares the different regimes of heat treatment and their influence on the following cutting process. It should be noticed that the comparison between hard turning and grinding process is difficult because of many factors influencing the final results considering cycle times, surface integrity, precision of parts, economy aspects, etc [15]. These difficulties are connected with the variety of cutting conditions which can be used for both methods, variety of tools, cutting strategies, shapes of parts, applied machines, etc. Therefore each study like this has to be analyzed in the scope of specific applied conditions.
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